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UNIFICATION IN LINGUISTIC CDHRJTING

Hartin Kay
Xerox, Palo Alto Research Center

[Editor's note:
'This paper was transcribed, with only minimal editing,
directly from a video tape recording of Dr. Kay's presentation.
If,
despite our best efforts, transcription errors remain, we ask the author's
and our readers' indulgence.
Illustrative material used in the actual
presentation has been included to the extent possible, and as accurately as
possible. ]

It is really delightful to be here.
I have knovffi people at this
university for as long as I have known anything, and that's at least three
weeks.
And it is delightful finally to be here and see some of them on
their turf. You may say that it's cold outside and it's warm where I come
from. It was actually only 80 degrees yesterday. But actually I feel very
warm here.
I'm amongst old friends from way back and it's very nice to be
here.
Now I suppose I should worry about the title of my presentation
because I realize that in these surroundings 'unification' could mean more
than one thing. And all I have to say on that score is that I have checked
all this out with the Reverend Moon and it is as it ought to be.
I am a CCllTputational linguist and I want to start out by saying just a
few things about what I take CCllTputational linguistics to mean because that
is the backdrop against which all this other stuff will be played out. I
take CCllTputational linguistics to be a term which has two referents--it can
mean two different kinds of things--one of them a big thing and the other
one a smaller one included within the big thing. 'The big thing of course
is anything that you care to do with computers that has something to do
with language. And a lot of that turns out to be engineering of one sort
or another. 'That is to say, you have something that you want CCllTputers to
do and you want them to do it with natural language because either the
natural language existed before you thought of bringing the computer along
or because there are people there that want to deal with the computer and
are not prepared to do so in the languages it naturally speaks. You are
therefore going to have to persuade them to do it in languages like
English, for example.
So under this broad heading of computational
linguistics came obvious things like machine translation, natural language
access to data bases so people can have questions answered about it, and so
forth and so on. 'The use of CCllTputers in language instruction, I suppose,
would fall under that heading.
'There is almost an indefinite list of
things that you can add to it.
Let's call it 'computational linguistic
engineering' for want of a better term. 'That is all part of computational
linguistics in the large.
'Then I also like to think of computational linguistics as having a
much narrower meaning and it is in this narrower meaning that I pursue it
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most of the time. In that case it is not an engineering enterprise so much
as a scientific enterprise and its aims are exactly the same as the aims of
theoretical linguistics in ge.neral: namely, to l..mdorstand hov} in the world
it can possibly be that by blurting out these noises at one another that vl0
come to have different ideas than we had before the exercise started--how
corrnnunication, in other words, can be brought al::x:)Ut by this really
remarkably narrow channel that we ma.nage to establish bebveen one another.
Some people are not even amazed. by u1is. But I think if you think about it
for a little while and think of the t.hings that you are indeed able to do
by blurting noises at other people you will see that it is indeed a
scientifically puzzling thine;.
Now computational linguists simply bring a new perspective to this
same problem that ever0JOdy else is trying to answer. They are not trying
to do some different thing with it; they are trying to answer the same
questions. And in this narrow sense of computational linguistics I take it
that they don't actually need to use a computer in principle at all, though
they usually in fact do. What they do need to use is their knowledge of
how computers work, their knowledge of computer science, their knowledge of
symbol processing, their knowledge of certain kinds of logic which turn out
to be appropriate inside computers, their knowledge of data structures, and
their knowledge of things of that sort.
That brings a very different
perspective to the kinds of things that you might do as a linguist. This
is not surprising if you believe, as I do, that about the only other thing
there is around on this planet that performs operations on
symbols--properly understood, things which both have a form and a
meaning--the only thing" that performs operations on symbols in a serious
way other than a hmnan being is a computer. Now it may not do it in the
same way and it may not be sophisticated in certain ways and it may not
have quite that same appreciation for some of the subtleties of poetry that
human being"s do, but nevertheless it does process symbols. Furthermore, we
have some considerable control over the way that it processes symbols. Ard
so it is just possible that from these various ways that are open to a
computer scientist we could get a certain amount of inspiration, let us
say, about how linguistics might be done. And the people that search for
that inspiration in computer science are, to that extent, computational
linguists, and some even think they have found it, I among them.
Now there are several questions that you might ask at this point: if
there have been a number of computational linguists around doing this sort
of thing" for a long time, then why haven It they had an impact that I could
have noticed on the rest of linguistics, and that is a fair question. And
I think there is a good reason why it has taken so long for the impact to
be felt but I think it is now being felt. And the reason is that it has
taken us this long to understand some of the more fundamental things about
computer science in general, and we had to understand those before we could
start trying to sell them to somebody else, such as linguistics.
The most interesting thing that I have to say to you today--I hope I
can get across the feeling of this even if I cannot give you the details of
it--is that noncomputationally-inspired approaches to linguistics in recent
years look, on the face of it, more computational than the computationally-inspired ones look. And there is a very good reason for that and it is
really quite strange but a fascinating story and it is really the story
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that I want to tell. 'imat computationalists have discovered over the years
is 'unification' in one fonn or another and therefore it is going to be up
to me to try and tell you what unification is about and why it is such a
good thing.
If you look through recent work on linguistics, especially in North
America, where fonnal linguistics is so much in vogue, you will find a lot
of procedures involved in doing whatever it is that gets done. If you look
in any of the multifarious and extremely challenging work that has been
done in the fonnalist tradition since Chomsky published Syntactic
structures in the mid-50' s, you will find everything set out with
tremendous precision and you will find rules of a more exact sort than was
found in linguistics before, and asscx::::iated with these rules very, very
carefully orchestrated sets of procedures for how they are to be applied.
So, for example, according to the theory of syntactic Structures, a grammar
started out with rewriting rules, famous ones like:
S --> NP VP

The way you are supposed to generate a sentence in this is to start by
writing down S. Why? Hell, because that is how you start. There is no
other particular reason, that is just part of this fonnal system. Then you
can take whatever you happen to have written down and you can replace it by
whatever the right-hand side of the rule says. And then there are other
things that say a noun phrase, for example, can consist of a detenniner
plus a noun:
NP --> Det N

If you hook these up with lines, which is the traditional thing to do, you
get tree-structures out of all this, that you have all seen too many times
to care to rema~r.
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So that was the first thing that happened in the generation of a
sentence. There was no claim that this went on in people's heads when they
were generating sentences; this does not claim to be a psychological model
of the steps people go through. This is simply a grammar which is sufficiently precise so that we know for any proposed sentence whether it really
is a sentence of the language or not, and secondly what its structure is
and therefore how one would go about figuring out what it means.
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80 you started out by building a tree like this, and then you applied
to it a set of transformations, and these transformations take a tree into
another tree, and into another tree, and so on, until there are no
transformations left on the list, in which Cdse the tree is what is called
a 'surface structure'. If you want to know what the sentence really sounds
like, then you read off all the words from tJle bottom of it.
If you are not familiar with all that, it really doesn't matter.
Details are not important. rrile important thing is that you must go through
these steps in just the right: order. Each of these transformational rules
can in general work a massive change on the tree; it may look very
different
from the one before.
The rules are ordered in a
list--Transformation 1 through Transformation n--and you must take them
exactly in the order given and some of them are marked as obligatory and
some of them are marked as optional and by golly you'd better not miss
doing any of the obligatory ones and stuff like that, otherwise you'll get
the wrong answer.
80 there is a very important sequence of steps that gets carried out.
It occurs everywhere. It occurs in phonology--let me translate phonology
into graphology, which, when you see it, looks a lot simpler. For example,
there is a rule in English that says [there is] some funny kind of 8--which
nobody has ever seen but we ('..an think of as existing in the head and which
comes out as the plural on most regular nouns in English and as the 3rd
person singular on verbs--that gets rewritten as es in a situation
following a mnnber of things, amongst them -~, -sh, -ch, -~, -l;, and -j and
things like that; otherwise, there is another rule that says 8 gets
rewritten as ~:

(1) 8 --> es/

{t}-

(2) 8 --> s

It is obviously important that the rules should be ordered in this way,
because if you were to carry the second rule out first there would be no
big 8s left for the first one to work on at all and the words that ended in
these magic things would have just a bare s after them and not an es. 80
you have to get the order of the rules right. You must, in other words, do
a certain sequence of steps in a very certain definite order. Transfonnations were like thati early computational linguistics was like that.
There were types of grammars in early computational linguistics called
'augmented transition networks', and I will give you a sort of comic book
view of what those are, the same sort of comic book variety I gave you of
the other things. But each one of these is a semester course, you know,
and I've got to pretend that I really know what's in it.
In this you inlagine machines that can be in a certain state at a given
moment and at the next moment the machine can move to another state, and
given that it is in a particular state, perhaps of a vcTiety of different
states that it could go to, we assume that at a given ITI';T\ent it is sitting
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looking at a particular word in the sentence:
·>0 81

And the state it goes to next is determined. by the label that we have on
the lines, and by that word in the sentence. 80me words will allow you to

go one way, some words will allow you to go another way, and so forth. So,
for example, right at the beginning of the sentence you might do something
that says, "look for a noun phrase," and if you find a noun phrase, call it
the subj ect of the sentence.
NP

Subject
I

/ ..

.. >::( 81
~

82

.. '~, S4

-~~,

Sn

obj --> subj
subj --> nil
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And then you trundle on t.'rrcugh some more of these states here and then

over on the right you find a verb wr~c~ has passive morphology--it is a
passive verb. And the.l1 you say, "Oh l:xJy, we blew this one didn't we? 'This
wasn't the subj ect ater all. At least not for the answer we would like to
get out.
We'd really like to fix up passive sentences so that what we
learn about t.~em makes t.~em look very like active sentences but we blew it
though at the beginning here because we didn't know that the verb had
passive mo:rpholcqy." That's all right._ don't worry about a thing. What we.
will do is take what used to be the subject and put it in the object
pigeon-hole and we will cle"''''' out the subj ect pigeon-hole and go on as
though nothing happened..
That was wonderful, and they parsed a lot of sentences with this
grammar, a lot of sentences about moon rocks and wonderful things like that
a long time ago, a part of the folklore of our field, this.
Now, the
trouble about this is you must start at the beginning and work your way
towards the end.
Suppose that you were taking the description of a
sentence that this gives you, and you were trying to get the sentence from
it.
Notice that you could not reverse the procedure.
This thing will
allow you to analyze sentences and it is absolutely hopeless if you try to
use it for generating sentences. What would you do? You would say, "Ah,
well the first thing I've got to do is to take the subject and put it down
here at the beginning of the sentence as a noun phrase." So you do that.
'Ihere it is , it is down in the sentence and you have moved. on. And when
you come over to the object, you decide that you need. to put out a passive
verb and you do that, and furthennore you infer into that that eVerything
you have done up to nCM was wrong.
And there is nothing like the above
that you can do that swaps it around because that has already been said.
It is allover.
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This is standard linguistics. Look, there is nothing wrong with this.
The only thing I am trying to point out about it is that it is full of
computer procedures, full of programs--that is what is remarkable about it-more full of programs than you will find in any of the things on which it
was originally based, and by which it was inspired.
Let me just digress for a little moment about that. Notice how most
of the styles of linguistics that we have seen have been inspired by some
other scientific enterprise that just happens to be around and popular at
the moment.
Early linguistics in Gennany--the traditional historical
linguistics that is still purused--was a genetic model of language. Let us
see what we can do if we treat languages as belonging to genetic families.
And we looked into that for a while and we discovered that, by golly, it
works. This is a gold mine of interesting stuff.
In American structuralism, we took a chemical model ... why not put it
that way? What we were trying to do was to find what all the atoms were,
find out what the elements vJere, what are the different classes of things
which go in here. So we worried about whetl1er, in 'cranberry', 'cran' is a
morpheme or not, because after all, 'blueberry' is a berry and it's blue,
but 'cranberry' isn't a berry and it's 'cran'. You worried about whether
'cran' was a morpheme, you worried what that element was. It had to fit
into the periodic table somewhere.
Transformational grammar is inspired by logic. Logic tells you how,
given one well-formed formula to get another well-formed formula from it by
rewriting it.
But the operations that you perform in logic are, for the
most part, extremely simple and. they have the property that if there is a
variable, that either that variable has a value, it is bound to a value and
it is bound to it for all time and. that is the value of that variable, or
it is a free variable, and remains unbound.
And if you work your way
through a proof or a computation or a logical derivation of some sort, you
may discover what the value of the variable is, whereas you did not know
that before, but you can never change it from what is was to something
else.
Never in logic do you pull a number likc~ changing the values of
variables.
You don't say, "Hell, I'm sorry.
I didn't mean that about

'x' . "
Unification, very broadly speaking, is computing with variables whose
values you may come to know whereas you did not know them before, but once
you know them, they never change. That is what unification is all about.
(I checked it with the Reverend Moon, like I said in the brief.)
The
interesting thing is that you actually can do with systems of this sort
everything that you can do the other way, which is perhaps a little bit
surprising. It looks as if the other way you had a lot more freedom. You
just had to figure out more devious ways of getting away with things and
then all was available to you.
But let me give you a feeling for what unification turns out to be
like,
with what we call
'referentially transparent' variables-referentially transparent because if somebody said "What is the value of
this variable?" you don't have to say, "Well, when? What are you talking
about? What is it now? What was it yesterday?" No, what is it? Always
the same, according to this theory.
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It's like this. SUppose that one of your intelligence operatives in a
far-off country sent back some photographs of something that you needed
infornation about, but the photographs had been damaged in transport, so
that some of the emulsion had come off them so that you can see it all
except for one area which has all been sort of scraped off and it is just
white and the light passes through it and there is no detail there.
Fortunately, you have another slide of exactly the same scene, taken from
exactly the same angle. And it has been dalraged, too, unfortuantely, but
the damage is in a different place, in this case.
What would you do?
Well, what you would do is pretty clear in that you would take one
photograph and would superimpose it on the other and if you got the
registration just right both of the damaged areas would disappear and you
would see the whole thing.
That is what unification is like.
Since you can never change the
value of a variable, all you can ever do is to take an existing picture,
and add more detail to it. There are things that you don't know about it,
you can add things to it so that you know more about it, but you can never
take something and change it. It has always got to stay. It is only the
pieces that you do not know anything about that can be filled in.
80, you can take a string of words and in the course of analyzing it,
you can fill in things that you don't know such as that a given unit is a
piece of structure, or that another is a phrase, and so on.
You can
discover what the labels on those phrases are.
Now, notice that
context-free grammar--that is the grammar that contains only rules like the
famous
8 --> NP VP
rule--L~t does not violate any of this.
That is the most simple kind of
unification grammar there is. You can check out whether one of these rules
is correctly applied to a particular structure by simply looking at the
piece of structure that that rule would have sanctioned. You don't have to
say, well, we have to work down fram the top, or we have to work up from
the bottom, or we have to go left to right; you do not have to do anything.
You can just pick some piece of that tree and you can say, "Well, wait a
minute, what rule is responsible for this?" And you go look at the rule
and if the rule is there, then that's all right and if it's not, it's not.
You don't have to go through a certain set sequence of procedures.

'Ihe question that arises then is can we do all the things that the
people with these more powerful techniques, so-called non-monotonic techniques--never mind about that word, that's the bad guys; the non-monotonic
guys are the bad guys, and I'm talking about the monotonic guys and they
are the good guys. The question that arises is "can the good guys do all
the things that the bad guys were trying to do?"--the advantages of being
able to do it would be tremendous. That Would, for example, mean that the
theory of language that you wourrl up with would be the same theory for the
speaker of the language as for the urrlerstander of the language. And I
don't knOoN about you but that sounds to me like rather a good idea.
Because without it, you see, in principle, you could have somebody who had
learned hOoN to speak English and urrlerstand French and could not do the

I
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other thing with either of the languages.
It would be possible to
corrnnunicate with them but it would be sort of funny and roundabout,
wouldn't it?
But it would be perfectly possible.
You would have to
account for the fact, if you don't have a theory like this, that if you
teach a certain grammatical construction to samebcx:ly, if you teach him how
to say this, if you teadl him hCM to use this word, or you teach him how to
use this tense, or you teach him hCM to use this construction, and he
learns how to use it with gce.:'lt fluency and facility, you would then have
to say to him, "Okay, now we can go on to understanding that. let me teach
you how to understand it."
Now most people would say, "That's funny.
You've just taught me that.
I can understand it ... It seems that somehow
our theories of languages ought to be like that.
Monotonic theories of
language are like that quite naturally.
So let me write some rules for you.

We're going to change gears now

and get down to some specifics and I don't know how far I will get with

this but I hope that some of these rules will just give you a feel for what
you can do. And the rules are going to look like sort of decorated complex
tree rules.
There is going to be a rule in the simplest possible
context-free grammar that you can imagine that says that a verb phrase can
consist of a verb and a noun phrase:
VP --> V NP

Yes, there are intransitive verbs and there will be other rules for verb
phrases and subject-aux inversion and there are lots of other fancy things,
but there will be this rule amongst all the rest. Now I am going to write
another more fancy version of this rule by replacing each of the three
things in it by something else. And at first it won It look as though I am
doing very much to these rules except using up more dlalk on them.
So, for example, what is a verb phrase? Well, it is something whose
category is verb phrase.
That, at least, we know about it. And in due
course I am going to fill in more of the photcgraph. I am going to give
you more of the emulsion down here. But I am not going to do it just yet.
So, that is going to be one description. And the next thing in the rule is
going to tell you about something called the category verb, and that will
have some infonnation to be added to it. The next thing is something whose
category is noun phrase. All right, that much is simply a translation of
what we have already.

l= vpJ
~

-->

l~T~VJ

l~T~NP

Now, different verbs take, let us say, different things.

Some of them

take a dative object and some of them require certain kinds of complements
like 'John is easy to pleasel--you have probably heard that one. They take

to-infinitives. They take other kinds of infinitives.
Some of them take
certain kinds of prepositions--you know all that sort of stuff. What we
would like to have to do is to avoid writing a separate decorated rule for
all the different things that verbs might take. We want this obj ect NP to
be any of the NPs that it might take next in line.
If the verb wants a
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dative NP then we would like it to be dative.
We would like a lot of
things of that sort to fallout. So I am going to assume that there is a
thing called a 'frame' --and this is a Fillmorian-like notion--and the frame
that this particular verb has, I am going to mention two parts of it: I'm
going to mention's', I'm going to write a dot, and I'm going to write the
word 'rest'.
And I'm going to put a question mark after each of these
things.

iI FRAME
CAT = VP
= (s?
l HF = h? =

rest?)
=
obj?]
Co?

l,
i

..-J

Now let me explain all that for you. First of all, question mark is
simply my way of bringing home to you that it is supposed to be a variable,
something that can have any value. Next, this dot is used in the following
way:
the things in parentheses are lists of things. So whatever is the
first thing in this list has got to be the value of the variable's'. I
don't know what it is, but the variable's' is going to have that value.
( , s ' stands for subj ect and ' 0 ' for obj ect. ) And the dot means that the
next thing that follows here is not the next thing in the list; it is the
rest of the list. And I have called that 'rest'. The thing is also going
to have an attribute--these things to the left of the equals sign I call
, attributes' --called 'HF' and that stands for 'head features'. And that's
for historical reasons. And they are going to do the same as whatever the
variable 'h' has, and in particular, there is going to be an attribute and
a value pair which is going to be at least part of what that set of head
features consists Of--aJ1d this is the worst piece of complexity; you are
about to see the worst of the whole thing--that is going to say 'o? =
obj?' .
Now eac..;" of these attributes is p.rrt of the picture.
There is no
limit to hew complete we can rna.~ this picture.
We can always add new
attributes to any set that already exists. But if we add a new attribute
to the picture, we must make sure that its value is consistent with the
value we have already given it. We can't have an attribute 'A' with value
'a' and the same attribute 'A' in the same list with the value 'b', because
that would be inconsistent. But the head features here could have itself
another attribute other than the one that is the value of this variable
'0'. And so long as it is a different attribute it can have whatever value
it likes.
Okay, now hew are we going to make sense out of all this? Well, the
verb itself also has a frame, which will consist of's?', 'o?', and the
'rest'. And it is going to have some head features (HF) and it is going to
have the value 'h':

r

CAT

=V
=

FRAME

HF
L.

= h?

l

(s? o? . rest?)

.-J
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Let me rush through tho rest of this now. And this NP (following V)
is just going to have some head features.
And it is going to have the
value 'obj'.

r

= NP
= obj?

CAT

_ HF

J

This means an awful lot.
This is going to just match the object here.
Whatever object is picked for this sentence here is going to have to--and
now let me really use the word--it is going to have to 'unify' with the
variable 'obj'. That means it can have whatever attributes and values it
likes just so long as it has this (NP) value for the category feature. I
don't care about the rest. But for the category feature it has this NP
value, and for the head feature attribute it must have ... anything it likes,
so long as it is unifiable with the value of the variable 'obj'.
CAT = VP
FRAME = (s?

U

HF

= h? =

. rest?)
Co? = obj?]

vi
FRAME = (s? o? . rest?) I

CAT =

-->

U
HF

= h?

-

CAT

= NP

[HF = obj?JI
~_

Now so far we don't JmOitJ anything about the variable obj ect and maybe
this is all we will ever learn about it. So, just for the time being, let
us assume that whatever we find out about this noun phrase, it has these
interesting features that we care about and they are simply going to become
the value of this variable.
The only things that can happen to destroy
that idea is if we discover later some further details about the value of
this variable. Remember it can never change, we can just learn more about
it. That's all we can ever do.
Well, it turns out that that value 'obj' crops up in one other place,
namely in the head features of the verb phrase.
so, whatever we learn
about that noun phrase here--and I am going to assume that the values of
head features are the really meaty stuff about it that we really care
about--is going to became part of the head features of this noun phrase
that we are interested in building; in particular, it is going to become
the value of some attribute; unfortunately we don't yet Jmow which
attribute.
Well, for that we look at the verb frame.
Suppose that the
frame of the particular verb that we were looking at said that it has an
agent and it has a patient, so that it is a standard transitive verb.
Well, what that would say is, you would take the second thing in the verb
frame--that is the '0' thing--and that '0' has to unify with the attribute
over here in the VP HF. So that means that this noun phrase is going to
became the patient.
Notice that it is the verb that decides what it is
going to become.
Suppose that it was requiroo that it should be in the
accusative case. Yet all we would have to do here is to say that the verb
has a restriction on it to the effect that the patient must be
case=accusative:

27

--

[

=V
FRAME =

CAT

(s? o? . rest?)
HF = h? = [PAT = [CASE = ACCllj

And that would mean that the only thing that we would be able to unify with

the patient attribute here was something which has this further attribute.
So long as that unification could go through, then it would be all right to
take that. Notice that we don It have to do anything; we can say anything
here we like, about any of the things that the verb picks. You can say
they have to be animate or they have to be hmnan or they have to be
speckled pink or whatever it happens to be. So that nOYJ we knOYJ that the
head features of the verb phrase have to unify with whatever the head
features of the verb happen to be. And in that way this is a feature; in
fact, that is why they call it head features, because the verb we regard as
being the head of the verb phrase, and the verb phrase in turn would become
the head of the sentence. And the head features would be copied over in
that case also.
NOYJ let me show you just one other small thing that you buy with
this--I Ive got lots of other examples here that are so meaty and
interesting and you won It get to see any of them--hOYJ does passive work in
a system like this? Remember we have all of these verbs all of which can
say whatever they like about the various complements that they take. Well,
we regard an English verb as having two kinds of past participles that
generally look the same, just the one which is used in perfect tenses and
the one that is used for forming passives--let me not puruse that a great
deal further for the moment. But there is a rule that tells you how to get
fram the active form of a verb to its passive form. It says that the verb
has a certain frame, and I will say for the moment that that consists of
the I first' thing and the 'rest', so it can be anything, any list of things
that contains at least one member, and it has some head features--well I
won't spell out the details for the head features, they could be almost
anything--that can be rewritten as, can be stated alternatively as,
something which is a category verb, which is a frame which is ' rest' and
head features which are the same as these (the active verb's) head features
except that they have voioe=lJassive:

[

=V
FRAME =
HF = h?

-

l

CAT = V

CAT

(first? . rest?)

-->

FRAME

__HF

=

rest?
h? = [voice
=

-··1
= passive] J

Now passive in English is done periphrastically; that is to say it is
done by putting certain auxiliary verbs in front of it and it does not get
to be passive until that happens. But when you put the passive auxiliary
verb in front of it they are also going to say that it has to be voice=
passive. And so it is only with this form of the verb that the unification
will go through. So we don't have to worry about that aspect of it. 'The
key thing that we have done here is to take the verb in its original active
form which consisted of some number of things, the 'first' and the 'rest',
and we have simply replaced it by the 'rest'. All right, we have removed
the first thing from that list. What that means is that by this rule here
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(the unifie:i VP :rule above), the next thing, if there were going to be a
complement, it would have to be not the second thing anymore, but the third
thing, because the thing that use:i to be the second thing is now the first
thing, and it will be the subj ect. So what use:i to be the obj ect will now
automatically become the subject. This sort of maneuver works for dative
movement and translations such as NP complement into VP complements and
other technical things of that sort.
I now consider myself to have one minute in which to show you very
briefly of unification working in a totally different environment, namely
morphology. Consider that you cannot nonnally reverse rewriting :rules. So
a :rule that says that a y in certain circumstances on the end of an English
word was rewritten as ie, for example, in the environment preceding a vowel
or the funny S previously spoken about:

Y--> ie /

{~CMel}

_

This :rule might occur in an ordere:i list of :rules of this sort; in
particular, the funny S :rule has got to follow it, hasn't it, because it is
still there when this :rule applies.
These:rules are not generally
reversible. Let me give you a monotonic version of this same :rule. What I
will give you is a state diagram, which says you can rewrite a y--actually
this is going to be part of this :rule; it would take another one to finish
it--you can rewrite an i into a y, provide:i that irnrne:iiately following it
you rewrite nothing at all as an §:
S:S
a:a
~-..-.--.----.-~

/~

,// '

i7:.i
X---'"
\

u:u

0

y:y
'\0)
,__ ~

I

/

S:S
a:a

>0

others
u:u
So you combine to use both the i and the §, provide:i that what follows
this brings you back to the beginning, either rewrites the funny S as a
funny S, or takes some vowel and produces that same vowel as output. If,
on the other hand, you were to find on the input a y and were to produce a
y on the output so this would be a y that was going to be dealt with not by
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this rule but by some subsequent rule, then that's all right, provided that
what follows is in fact not the funny 8 or a vowel, because if you failed
to do the correct translation in the case where what follows was one of
these things, then you would have done something wrong; that is the case
where the rule ought to have applied and you wind up in a state from which
there is no way out.
If you find anything else, you corne back to the
beginning. All I have done is to translate that rule into what is called a
'finite-state transducer'.
80 that now we can take the input to the
rewriting rules from which we intend to get some output. And we can put it
through a transducer equivalent to the first rule and another one equivalent to the second. rule and. as we have seen the step here is part of that
rule--you haven't actually seen that but I'll tell you it is--you can draw
another diagram right here and you keep on like this until you have dealt
with all the rules:
--:·r=··l:~
,

I

!!

,

1

I

111
_.1 , _. ' 1
'-;:::-=---,-I~"--

: ---"'--1
i

,iii;

:.:~~j
!i
J!

~==~jl

Now this is a mathematical obj ect of real I y rather differe...l1t character than
the rewriting rules, and thanks to 'tl"'.at different character there is an
algorithm that we can perfonn on two adjace...l1t me.mbe...""'S of this sequence here
and make one out of them.
It means that we no longer have to bother al:out
wh.:tt would 0.ave existed in beb·.reen t."':e.~.
~:.d rile C3.n keep on. doir.g t:..at
until there is only one left. We can get one t..-ransducer of e..xactly this
fonn, no more complicated in its general st..-ucture, but of course ve.....ry much
larger, and. we can be completely indifferent as to whet.'ler it takes this
string into that string or that string into this string. It is, in other
words, a completely monotonic device, and it comes al:out because this
is a unification statement of that rewriting statement (y -->
ie ... ) --notice nothing ever changes in this. one merely chooses the right
set of statements to go to. I have now overshot my time by 58 seconds and.
I invite questions fast.
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